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Abstract 

A network of 8 TV white space (TVWS) base stations (BS) has been deployed in 
Cambridge as a part of Microsoft’s Cambridge White Space Trial. The BBC has 
been participating in this work to understand the potential opportunities and 
challenges offered by the emerging uses of TV white space. 

The Cambridge base stations operate under non-operational licences issued for 
test and development by Ofcom.  A total of 10 TV channels have been allocated 
for the trial for low power operation (EIRP <4W). The base stations have been 
deployed mostly at a number of public houses. The site at the Lion & Lamb PH in 
Milton was selected for a field survey and the coverage and performance of this 
BS is the subject of this report. For the field measurements, an experimental 
TVWS radio from Adaptrum was installed at the site, and a series of mobile and 
fixed measurements were made using a pair of BBC survey vehicles. 

The objective of the field survey was to measure the usable TCP/IP throughput 
for both uplink and downlink connections using the prototype Adaptrum radios. 
The measurements were made at a number of test points at 10m and 1.5m 
height, in order to simulate fixed customer premises equipment (CPE) and mobile 
user equipment (UE) applications. TVWS spectrum is of variable quality and the 
measurements were repeated on CH59 and CH61 to explore how the coverage 
might vary as a function of DTT interference present from distant parts of the TV 
network. The test and development licences were chosen to avoid interference to 
TV services from Sandy Heath transmitter, but interfering signals from 
Tacolneston, Sudbury and Waltham are known to spill over into Cambridge at 
significant level. The work was carried out over 4 days commencing from 5th 
March 2012, in collaboration with Arqiva and Adaptrum. 

The results show the 125mW base station achieved a coverage distance of up to 
1.5km for fixed reception at 10m and around 400m for mobile reception at the 
coverage edge. Throughput analysis, revealed a useful TCP/IP bandwidth of 
between 7Mb/s and 1Mb/s for the uplink, dependent on the received signal 
levels.  Coverage predictions were made using the UK planning model (UKPM); 
these showed good agreement with the CPE measurements. The Hata suburban 
model, which is appropriate for mobile coverage, showed good correlation with 
the 1.5m measurements and drive test logs. 
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Performance of an Experimental TV White Space Base Station for Mobile and Fixed 
Broadband Applications 

 

 

1 Introduction  

A network of 8 TV white space (TVWS) base stations (BS) has been deployed in Cambridge as a 
part of Microsoft’s Cambridge White Space Trial. The BBC has been participating in this work to 
better understand the potential opportunities and challenges offered by the emerging uses of TV 
white space. 

The Cambridge white space network operates under non-operational licences issued on a test and 
development (T&D) basis by Ofcom.  A total of 10 TV channels have been allocated for the trial for 
use at low transmit power (EIRP <4W). The base stations (BS) have mostly been deployed at a 
number of public houses, and the site at the Lion & Lamb PH in Milton was selected for a field 
survey. The coverage and performance of this BS is the subject of this report. For the field 
measurements, an experimental TVWS radio from Adaptrum was installed at the site, and a series 
of mobile and fixed measurements were made using a pair of BBC survey vehicles. The work was 
carried out in collaboration with Arqiva and Adaptrum. 

In accordance with the terms of the Cambridge trial T&D licence two TV channels (Channel 59 and 
Channel 61) were used for the white space deployment in this measurement campaign.  Sandy 
Heath is the main TV transmitter for the Milton area; it uses channels 21, 24, 27, 31, 48 and 52 for 
DTT. Channel 59 is used for DTT in the neighbouring Tacolneston site and the Waltham TV 
transmitter uses channel 61 for DTT1. Therefore, co-channel interference from these neighbouring 
sites was expected and previous studies by Arqiva have suggested this can have a significant 
effect on the link performance, particularly the uplink.  

The end to end throughput measurements were made using the iperf and netperf traffic 
measurement tools. The throughput was measured in half-duplex mode and TCP performance of 
the uplink (CPE to the base-station) and the downlink (base-station to the CPE) were recorded. 
After the results were analysed it was found that the measurements for downlink throughput were 
incorrect due to an error in software settings. Therefore only uplink throughput measurements are 
considered in this report. In addition, performance metrics from the Adaptrum radio were also 
logged; these provide an instantaneous estimate of uplink and downlink performance. 

Two scenarios were considered with the white space radio terminal operating either at 10m height 
(corresponding to a fixed CPE) or at 1.5m (corresponding to a mobile UE application). For the fixed 
CPE application, a log periodic (i.e. directional) antenna on a pump up mast was used and for the 
1.5m mobile UE measurements, a whip (i.e. omni-directional) antenna on a vehicle roof was used. 
White space operation in channel 59 and channel 61 was considered for the fixed CPE deployment 
to explore spectrum quality issues. For the case of the mobile UE tests, the measurements were 
confined to channel 61 (due to time constraints). 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
1
 This trial was undertaken during DSO and channel 61 was allocated to Waltham transmitter at that time.  

Post DSO, channel 61 was no longer in use in Waltham and was replaced by channel 49. 
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2 Adaptrum Radio Technology 

Adaptrum are a US-based start-up company who have been developing TVWS radios for 
broadband applications under the FCC rules.  COFDM technology is used with TDD multiplexing of 
uplink and downlink signals. The radios adapt to the channel conditions automatically, using robust 
modulation modes (QPSK) when the signals are weak and select higher order modulation (up to 
64-QAM), when channel conditions permit. 

2.1 Emission Characteristics 

The radios have been developed to have a particularly clean output spectrum in order to meet the 
55dB adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR) target specification made by the FCC [1] for the first 
adjacent channel. 

 

Figure 1 Spectrum of Adaptrum BS / CPE showing ACLR for first adjacent channel 

Figure 1 shows that the first adjacent channel ACLR performance comfortably meets the FCC 
target and is in excess of 62dB. The second adjacent channel ACLR is shown in Figure 2 and 
shows a further improvement to approximately 66dB. 
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Figure 2 Spectrum of Adaptrum BS / CPE showing ACLR for second adjacent channel 

Note the equipment supplied by Adaptrum for these tests has been optimised for the 8MHz 
channelisation used in Europe. This potentially provides improved throughput compared to terminal 
equipment optimised for 6MHz channels used in the US and Asia regions. 

2.2 Time domain characteristics 

The Adaptrum radios use time division duplexing (TDD) whereby the uplink and downlink 
datagrams are multiplexed in time and carried on the same RF carrier frequency. This differs from 
traditional mobile technology where the signals are typically multiplexed in the frequency domain 
(frequency division duplex, or FDD) using paired spectrum bands for uplink and downlink. The 
frame period and transmission time can be measured using a spectrum analyser set to zero span 
with a wide resolution bandwidth (RBW) filter to capture the full signal. The uplink segment can be 
clearly seen in Figure 3 and occupies 50% of the TDD frame duration of 16.5ms. The TDD frames 
are punctuated by occasional long off periods of approximately 18ms, also shown in Figure 3. 

The uplink segment is interleaved into the quiet period of the base station waveform. The time 
domain waveform characteristics of the uplink are shown in Figure 4 and show an active pulse 
slightly shorter in duration than the uplink, totally 6.9ms duration. For the case where multiple CPE 
uplinks communicate with the base station, the uplink capacity and associated time slot would be 
shared between the CPEs on the network. 
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Figure 3 Adaptrum downlink TDD waveform 

 

 

Figure 4 Adaptrum uplink TDD waveform 
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2.3 Laboratory Testing of Radio Capacity 

As a pre-requisite to the actual field trial a programme of laboratory tests was conducted to 
determine how the radio downlink modulation parameters and associated throughput varied as a 
function of the path loss between the base station and the CPE terminal. The tests were limited to 
the downlink, as the radio is symmetrical in design. Similar performance was observed for the 
uplink albeit the transmission time slot is slightly shorter (6.9ms uplink and 8.25ms downlink) and 
so the supported throughput will be scaled accordingly (6.9 / 8.25 = 84%).  

 

 

 

Figure 5 Laboratory test configuration 

 

The test arrangement for the laboratory measurements is shown in Figure 5. The prototype 
Adaptrum UE and BS equipment were connected via a switched RF attenuator to allow the path 
loss to be adjusted. Directional couplers were used at either end to allow the uplink and downlink 
signals to be monitored independently. The Adaptrum base station (BS) and terminal equipment 
(UE) were essentially identical hardware platforms running different firmware. They were interfaced 
to the traffic generation PC (PC-BS) and the associated traffic receiving PC (PC-UE) using a pair 
of Adaptrum interface laptops. The Adaptrum interface laptops used USB to Ethernet adaptors to 
provide the second network interface required for connecting the traffic PCs. 

The traffic tool iperf was used to generate TCP traffic and assess the throughput performance of 
the link. The segment size and TCP window size are parameters for iperf and these were tuned to 
give best results, taking into account the round trip ping time for the system. The iperf server was 
run on the PC connected to the UE terminal, in order to act as a TCP data sink. At the base station 
end of the link, the iperf client was used to generate TCP traffic and the achieved performance is 
reported at the server. By varying the RF attenuation, corresponding to different path losses, the 
various modes of the Adaptrum radio were exercised and the corresponding throughput was 
recorded. The results are shown in Table 1 below. 
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Attenuation

CPE Link 

Power

C/N 

(estimate)

TCP 

Through 

put

D/L 

Modulation 

Mode

CPE S-

meter  

power

S-meter 

Calibration 

Factor

(dB) (dBm) (dB) (Mb/s) (dBm) (dB)

99.3 -74.2 26.3 7.45 64 QAM 3/4 -76.2 -2

102.3 -77.2 23.3 7.3 64 QAM 3/4 -79.3 -2.1

103.3 -78.2 22.3 6.6 64 QAM 3/4 -80.3 -2.1

104.3 -79.2 21.3 6.6 64 QAM 2/3 -80.9 -1.7

105.3 -80.2 20.3 6.6 64 QAM 2/3 -82.1 -1.9

106.3 -81.2 19.3 6.6 64 QAM 2/3 -83 -1.8

107.3 -82.2 18.3 6.6 64 QAM 2/3 -84.1 -1.9

108.3 -83.2 17.3 5.6 16 QAM 5/6 -85 -1.8

111.3 -86.2 14.3 5 16 QAM 3/4 -87.9 -1.7

112.3 -87.2 13.3 5 16 QAM 3/4 -88.7 -1.5

114.3 -89.2 11.3 4.5 16 QAM 2/3 -90.6 -1.4

115.3 -90.2 10.3 3.4 16 QAM 1/2 -91.2 -1

116.3 -91.2 9.3 3.4 16 QAM 1/2 -92.2 -1

117.3 -92.2 8.3 3.4 16 QAM 1/2 -92.8 -0.6

118.3 -93.2 7.3 2.8 QPSK 5/6 -93.7 -0.5

119.3 -94.2 6.3 2.8 QPSK 5/6 -94.3 -0.1

120.3 -95.2 5.3 2.5 QPSK 3/4 -95.1 0.1

121.3 -96.2 4.3 2.3 QPSK 2/3 -95.7 0.5

122.3 -97.2 3.3 2.3 QPSK 2/3 -96.2 1

123.3 -98.2 2.3 1.7 QPSK 1/2 -96.7 1.5

124.3 -99.2 1.3 1.7 QPSK 1/2 -97.7 1.5

125.3 -100.2 0.3 1.7 QPSK 1/2 -98 2.2

126.3 -101.2 -0.7 0.87 QPSK 1/2 -98.4 2.8

127.3 -102.2 -1.7 0.87 QPSK 1/2 -98.9 3.3

128.3 -103.2 -2.7 0.87 QPSK 1/2 -99.3 3.9

129.3 -104.2 -3.7 0.8 QPSK 1/2 -99.6 4.6

130.3 -105.2 -4.7 fail QPSK 1/2 -99.8 5.4  

Table 1 Adaptrum downlink performance vs. UE signal level 

 
As the path loss is varied from 99 to 130dB, the radio was exercised over its modes from 64-QAM 
¾ and an associated throughput of 7.5Mb/s down to QPSK ½ with a measured throughput of 
0.8Mb/s. The carrier to noise ratio of the CPE was estimated, assuming a receiver noise floor of  
-100.5dBm, corresponding to a noise figure of 4.5dB with an 8MHz IF bandwidth2. The power at 
the CPE was estimated assuming linear operation of the RF switched attenuator and compared to 
the estimated RF power shown on the Adaptrum UE interface (referred to as the CPE “S-meter”). 
At the higher signal levels the Adaptrum S-meter tended to slightly under-read the incoming power. 
At the lower signal, the S-meter tended to over-read the incoming signal which is to be expected at 
negative C/N ratios, as the IF signal will be dominated by the front end noise. Overall, the signal 
level monitoring was very well behaved and deemed suitable for estimating the incoming signal 
level for the subsequent field measurements.  

The measurements above appear to be in reasonable agreement with the Adaptrum datasheet 
(see Appendix A). The QPSK rate ½ mode became active at a C/N ratio of 2.3dB, compared to 
3.5dB claimed on the datasheet, which suggests either the CPE had a lower noise figure than the 
4.5dB assumption, or the actual signal power at the CPE was increased due to a systematic 
calibration offset, perhaps resulting from direct coupling between the BS to the CPE due to the 
finite screening of the cables. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
2
 This figure was inferred from the Adaptrum datasheet which states a sensitivity of -98dBm for 3.5dB C/N in 

a 6MHz channel. This implies a noise figure of 4.5dB and a noise floor for an 8MHz channel of -100.5dBm. 
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The output power of the BS and UE radios was measured using both a spectrum analyser with an 
RMS detector and a thermal power meter, taking account the TDD ratio of the link. The active 
transmission power was estimated to be 25.1dBm for the BS and 24.8dBm for the CPE. 

3 TVWS Base Station Site 

The site chosen for the survey was the Lion & Lamb PH in Milton. This was selected by Arqiva 
from the available pub sites on the basis that the surrounding area would be significantly easier to 
survey than alternative sites nearer the centre of Cambridge; parking restrictions in the centre of 
Cambridge would have caused significant practical problems at the alternative sites. 

The Milton area is suburban in character with many low rise dwellings, generally restricted to 2 
storeys. As such it provides a useful environment to test a broadband distribution system targeting 
a typical suburban settlement. 

 

 

Figure 6 Map showing location of the BS in Milton at the Lion & Lamb PH 

 

The network of roads between the A10 and the railway line provide a useful set of potential way 
points where the survey vehicles could readily be parked for capacity and signal strength logging. 
A selection of test locations was chosen for the survey; these were mostly in the Milton area but 
these were supplemented by additional more distant locations in the Horningsea and Waterbeach 
areas (approximately 1.7km east, and 2.1km northeast respectively) 
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Figure 7 The white space base station at the  Lion & Lamb public house (mounted on the 
rear chimney) 
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3.1 Survey Configuration  

The configuration used for the field survey is shown in Figure 8 below. Two scenarios were 
considered, designed to emulate the white space radio terminal operating as a fixed CPE or a 
mobile UE. In the first case an 8dBd log periodic antenna on a 10m pump up mast, with a feeder 
loss of 3dB was used, in the second a 0dBi whip antenna mounted at 1.5m above ground level 
with an associated feeder loss of 1dB was used. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 Base station and survey vehicle arrangement 
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3.2 Coverage predictions 

Ahead of the trial, a coverage prediction for the base station was made using the UKPM [6]. The 
overlay in Figure 9 below shows the predicted coverage in Channel 59. This is expressed in terms 
of the ratio of the carrier power to the interference and noise power. The simulation takes account 
of the anticipated interference from Tacolneston (see Appendix C). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 UKPM coverage prediction for CH59 from BS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 UKPM coverage prediction for CH61 from BS 
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Figure 10 shows the coverage for channel 61, where co-channel interference is significantly lower, 
coming only from Waltham. The improved coverage is clearly apparent. 

 

3.3 Mobile Drive tests at 1.5m 

To assess the expected coverage at 1.5m, a sequence of drive tests were undertaken to measure 
the power into a vehicle mounted logging receiver. A 2.2dBi antenna mounted at 1.5m was used 
for these tests and the data was logged using a Rohde & Schwarz TSMU receiver. A higher power 
DVB-T signal was used for these measurements and the measured results were scaled to those 
expected from the Adaptrum BS taking into account the reduced EIRP of the BS (21dBm, including 
cable losses). The results of the drive tests, corrected to account for the EIRP available from the 
TVWS BS are shown in Figure 11. 

 

 

 

Figure 11 Drive test survey results at 1.5m corrected to account for BS EIRP 

 

3.4 Extended Hata Suburban predictions 

A set of predictions for the BS were also made using the extended Hata model with suburban 
clutter parameters. This is a generic model, widely used by mobile operators. Unlike the UKPM, it 
does not take into account any shielding provided by the terrain. The predictions from this model 
are shown in Figure 12. This shows the range of levels and the test points proposed for the 
subsequent mobile tests (UE1 – UE13). 
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Figure 12 Extended Hata predictions for the BS 
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4 Field Measurements 

Based on the coverage predictions and the drive test survey a selection of measurement locations 
were chosen for assessing the link performance.  

Two sets of measurements were planned. Firstly, using the vehicle equipped with the 10m pump 
up mast and log periodic antenna, a set of way points were selected to assess coverage of the BS 
to fixed customer premises equipment (CPE). These would explore the possible range and 
performance of a TVWS BS providing an ADSL-like wireless broadband service.  A second set of 
measurement points were selected to explore the likely coverage to user terminal equipment (UE) 
at 1.5m above ground level. This was considered representative of a BS providing broadband 
connections to a smart phone or laptop user. 

4.1 Fixed CPE Measurements 

For the fixed CPE measurements, a BBC survey vehicle equipped with a 10m pump up mast was 
used. The log periodic antenna was set for vertical polarization, to match the base station and the 
antenna was rotated at each location to maximise the received signal. Interference from adjacent 
DTT stations is horizontally polarized, and a cross polar discrimination of around 16dB is provided 
by the log periodic antenna. 

 

 

Figure 13 BBC R&D survey vehicle with elevated mast at 10m at location point 9 
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The chosen measurement locations for the fixed CPE operating at 10m height are shown in Figure 
14. Figure 15 and Figure 16 show aerial views of the CPE sites.  

At each of the sites, the uplink and downlink performance and associated RF signal levels were 
logged. The results were repeated on two separate white space channels (channel 59 and channel 
61) for each location to compare spectrum quality.  

 

 

 

Figure 14 Map showing the locations of the CPE test sites 
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Figure 15 CPE test locations in Milton 

 

Figure 16  CPE test locations in the Milton, Horningsea and Waterbeach areas 

 

Link connectivity was achieved for 7 of the 9 locations up to a distance of approximately 1.5km. 
The more distant sites at Location 8 and location 9 were out of reach from the white space base 
station. Location 1 which is located in the Lion & Lamb car park is the closest to the base station. 

At each site, in order to record and log the throughput, the iperf and netperf tools were run for a 
period of around 5 minutes. This was done to give an average performance of the radio link. 
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Figure 17 Configuring the Adaptrum CPE at a measurement location   

 

 

 
Figure 18 Logging measurements at the CPE  
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4.1.1 Throughput performance for fixed CPE operation  

This section presents the throughput and power measurement results collected in the CPE 
locations for the two fixed white space channels (ch59 and ch61).  

The performance obtained by the radio is shown in Table 2 and Table 3. The rates recorded by the 
Adaptrum radios’ inbuilt diagnostic tool are tabulated for both uplink and downlink, together with 
the reported power. The throughput is measured using netperf. Note that the netperf measured 
value is always lower than the radios’ reported rate as it takes account of channel errors, re-
transmissions and TCP/IP networking overheads. 

Due to an error in the measurement software, downlink end-to-end throughput was not measured, 
and so only uplink throughput results are available (shown in the final column). 

Figure 19 and Figure 20 show the uplink and downlink power levels measured at the locations 
considered. Locations 8 and 9 were out of range and it was not possible to support the radio link. 

 

Loc. ID Easting Northing D (m) DL pwr  Loss DL mode DL rate Thrghpt UL pwr UL mode UL rate Thrghpt

(dBm) (dB) (Mb/s) (Mb/s) (dBm) Mb/s (Mb/s)

CPE1 547705 262848 19 -39.7 67.9 64-QAM 3/4 9.154 - -37.1 64-QAM 3/4 7.29 6.37

CPE2 547641 262805 66 -49.3 77.5 64-QAM 3/4 9.319 - -46.5 64-QAM 3/4 7.29 6.67

CPE3 547417 262869 289 -63.8 92.0 64-QAM 3/4 9.119 - -58.8 64-QAM 3/4 7.29 6.7

CPE4 547296 262883 411 -66.2 94.4 64-QAM 3/4 9.145 - -63.7 64-QAM 3/4 7.29 6.65

CPE5 547136 262491 660 -76.4 104.6 64-QAM 2/3 8.775 - -75.5 64-QAM 3/4 7.38 6.53

CPE6 547620 261953 880 -80.2 108.4 16-QAM 3/4 6.122 - -77.7 64-QAM 2/3 6.48 5.9

CPE7 549262 262189 1685 -81.2 109.4 16-QAM 3/4 6.4 - -83.1 64-QAM 2/3 5.6 3.69

CPE8 549723 265116 3051 -95 123.2 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

CPE9 549815 263033 2122 -95 123.2 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

 

Table 2 CPE performance at the chosen test points for Channel 61 

 

Loc. ID Easting Northing D (m) DL pwr  Loss DL mode DL rate Thrghpt UL pwr UL mode UL rate Thrghpt

(dBm) (dB) (Mb/s) (Mb/s) (dBm) Mb/s (Mb/s)

CPE1 547705 262848 19 -38.9 67.1 64QAM 3/4 8.398 - -40.7 64QAM 3/4 7.29 4.88

CPE2 547641 262805 66 -47.7 75.9 64QAM 3/4 8.39 - -50 64QAM 3/4 7.2 4.15

CPE3 547417 262869 289 -57.1 85.3 64QAM 3/4 8.4 - -58.8 64QAM 3/4 7.29 4.08

CPE4 547296 262883 411 -62.7 90.9 64QAM 3/4 8.4 - -62.7 64QAM 3/4 7.29 4.05

CPE5 547136 262491 660 -75 103.2 64QAM 2/3 7.51 - -76.9 64QAM 3/4 7.29 3.33

CPE6 547620 261953 880 -80.8 109.0 64QAM 5/6 6.3 - -82.4 64QAM 5/6 5.4 3.71

CPE7 549262 262189 1685 -80.3 108.5 64QAM 3/4 5.67 - -82.5 64QAM 5/6 5.4 3.88

CPE8 549723 265116 3051 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

CPE9 549815 263033 2122 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

 

Table 3 CPE performance at the chosen test points for Channel 59 

The first five measurement points have good coverage with receive power levels above -77dBm for 
both uplink and downlink paths, allowing the radio to operate in 64QAM modes giving throughput in 
excess of 6Mb/s in Channel 61.The variation in received signal strength at the different locations is 
plotted in Figure 19 and Figure 20 for Channel 59 and Channel 61. 

The increased co-channel interference in Channel 59 results in a significant drop in throughput, 
even though the received signal powers are generally similar. This indicates that the C/(N+I) at the 
Adaptrum radio was degraded in channel 59 as expected. Location 6, some 880m from the base 
station showed a significant drop in performance when comparing channel 61 to channel 59, falling 
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from 5.92Mb/s to 3.62Mb/s. Location 7 in Horningsea (outside the Milton area) is on the edge of 
coverage some 1685m from the BS. 

 

 

Figure 19  Received power levels at CPE locations for channel 59 

 

Figure 20 Received power levels at CPE locations for channel 61 
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Figures from Figure 21 to Figure 25 show a comparison of the link bandwidth reported by the radio 
with the measured uplink TCP throughput at each measurement location for channel 59 and 
Channel 61. As explained above, the rate reported by the Adaptrum radio always exceeds that 
measured by netperf, due to channel errors, re-transmissions and TCP/IP networking overheads. 
The reduction in throughput is clearly apparent in channel 59 compared to channel 61, since 
channel 59 is subject to greater incoming DTT interference. 

 

Figure 21 Comparison of throughput and reported bandwidth for the selected CPE 
locations on channel 59 

 

Figure 22 Comparison of throughput and reported bandwidth for the selected CPE 
locations on channel 61 
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Figure 23 Signal level comparison between Channel 59 and Channel 61 

 

Figure 24 Throughput comparison between Channel 59 and Channel 61 
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Figure 25 Reported bandwidth comparison between Channel 59 and Channel 61 

4.1.2 Propagation characteristics and path modelling 

The Okumura-Hata family of models [2][3][4] are widely used for predicting propagation loss for 
mobile base station applications. In this section the measured propagation losses are compared 
with those predicted by these models. 

The Hata models differ from UKPM and similar tools used for predicting broadcast coverage in that 
they do not directly take account of the terrain and resulting diffraction associated with the path 
between a base station and a terminal, but instead make use of empirical rules to estimate the 
path loss for a range of clutter classes. The empirical formulas allow path loss to be estimated for 
open, urban and suburban areas. For more information on these models see Appendix D and 
Appendix E. 

Four variants of the Hata models are considered in Figure 26 and Figure 27 below. The simplified 
Hata model consistently over estimates the path loss except at very short distances. Beyond 
200m, the measured data typically lies between the urban and suburban predictions made using 
the extended Hata model (SEAMCAT3 Hata model [5]). 

Based on the small number of samples (less than 10 in this case) it can be concluded that there is 
enough correlation between the Hata suburban predictions and the physical measurements for 
each 10m measurement point for distances above 200m from the BS. For a given confidence 
interval it can be stated that based on 10m measurements, the Hata Suburban model fits closely 
with measured values for distances above 200m. This hypothesis seems to be stronger in the case 
of Channel 59 measurements compared to that of Channel 61. It is worth investigating this further 
with a larger set of measurements. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
3
 Spectrum Engineering Advanced Monte Carlo Analysis Tool, see www.seamcat.org 
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Figure 26 Comparison of measured propagation loss with Hata model predictions for the 
CPE operating in channel 59 

 

 

Figure 27 Comparison of measured propagation loss with Hata model predictions for the 
CPE operating in channel 61 
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4.1.3 Discussion 

The measurement results show a clear improvement in uplink throughput for channel 61 compared 
with channel 59 for all measurement points except CPE site 7. This was anticipated given the 
expected levels of DTT interference given in Table 4, which shows a level of interference from 
Tacolneston (Ch59) around 6dB higher than that from Waltham (Ch61). 

 

 
Channel Interferer Interferer Mux Pol Bearing to 

transmitter 
50% time 
dBuV/m 

5% 
time 
dBuV/m 

1% time 
dBuV/m 

59 114005922N Tacolneston PSB_2 H 63° 62.8 72.4 76.1 

61 111006122N Waltham PSB_1 H 312° 58.0 65.8 70.5 

 
Table 4 UKPM DTT interference predictions at BS 

 

This was apparent on the spectrum analyser measurements at the BS. Figure 28 shows an 
integrated interference power at the BS 6dB higher in channel 59 compared to Channel 61 (Figure 
29). These analyser plots were captured with the CPE turned off.    

 

 

Figure 28 Channel 59 interference power measured at the BS 
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Figure 29 Channel 61 interference power measured at the BS 

Locations 6 and 7 reported lower data rates than the other test points for both uplink and downlink. 
The radio selects a more robust 16QAM mode for the downlink at locations 6 and 7 (Ch61), 
leading to a lower rate. This can be explained by considering the location of the test point relative 
to the BS and DTT interferers. Location 7 is the only test point to the east of the BS, and as such 
the antenna is pointing away from Tacolneston and towards Waltham. The front to back ratio of the 
antenna tends to reduce interference from Tacolneston, improving performance in Ch59. 
Conversely, as the CPE antenna is pointing west at location 7, it tends to pick up more interference 
from Waltham, which degrades the performance in Channel 61. Similarly, location 6 is to the south 
of the base station where it would be expected to receive greater interference from Waltham on 
Ch61 than the other points to the west. 

One anomaly is the reduced uplink throughput measured at Location 7, where the throughput 
measured for Ch61 is reduced to around the same value measured on Ch59. The reasons for this 
are unclear; however it would be worth investigating the underlying cause based on additional 
measurements made in the same location. 
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Figure 30 Location of BS relative to DTT transmitters at Waltham and Tacolneston 

 

4.2 Mobile UE Measurements 

For the second programme of measurements the throughput performance of the Adaptrum radio 
was measured in channel 61 operating at 1.5m. Thirteen closely scattered locations were selected 
as shown in Figure 31. 

 

Figure 31 Locations for portable UE measurements 
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4.2.1 Throughput performance for mobile UE operation  

The performance obtained by the radio is shown in Table 5. The rates recorded by the Adaptrum 
radios’ inbuilt diagnostic tool are tabulated for both uplink and downlink, together with the reported 
power. The throughput is measured using netperf. Note that the netperf measured value is always 
lower than the radios’ reported rate as it takes account of channel errors, re-transmissions and 
TCP/IP networking overheads. 

Due to an error in the measurement software, downlink end-to-end throughput was not measured, 
and so only uplink throughput results are available (shown in the final column). 

Figure 32 shows the uplink and downlink power levels measured at the locations considered. 
Locations 8 and 10 were out of range and it was not possible to support the radio link. 

 

Loc. ID Easting Northing D (m) DL pwr  Loss DL mode DL rate Thrghpt UL pwr UL mode UL rate Thrghpt

(dBm) (dB) (Mb/s) (Mb/s) (dBm) Mb/s (Mb/s)

UE1 547707 262845 16 -43 63.0 64QAM 3/4 8.4 - -45 64QAM 3/4 7.3 4.84

UE2 547645 262805 63 -64 84.0 64QAM 3/4 8.4 - -66.1 64QAM 3/4 7.3 4.63

UE3 547411 262874 295 -88.6 108.6 16QAM 1/2 3.8 - -90.4 QPSK5/6 2.7 2.27

UE4 547293 262878 413 -89.7 109.7 16QAM 1/2 3.83 - -91.8 QPSK5/6 2.7 2.3

UE5 547744 262906 87 -79.4 99.4 64QAM 2/3 7.5 - -77.4 64QAM 2/3 6.5 4.08

UE6 547784 262988 178 -82 102.0 16QAM 5/6 6.1 - -84.9 16QAM3/4 5.4 3.41

UE7 547569 262999 216 -91.7 111.7 QPSK1/2 2.4 - -93.4 QPSK1/2 1.62 1.45

UE8 547234 263003 500 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

UE9 548019 262722 334 -86.8 106.8 16QAM1/2 4.7 - -89 16QAM1/2 3.2 2.67

UE10 548064 262537 464 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

UE11 547813 262672 192 -79.1 99.1 64QAM2/3 7.5 - -80.8 64QAM2/3 6.5 4.07

UE12 547659 262528 304 -85 105.0 16QAM2/4 5.6 - -86 16QAM3/4 4.86 3.28

UE13 547311 262619 445 -96.4 116.4 QPSK1/2 1 - -98.1 QPSK1/2 1.62 0.61

 

Table 5 UE performance at the chosen test points for Channel 61 

 

 

Figure 32 Received power for selected mobile UE locations at channel 61 
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Figure 33 shows the variation in reported bandwidth and measured uplink throughput for each of 
the test locations. Note the measured throughput is always lower than the reported bandwidth as it 
takes account of channel errors, re-transmissions and TCP/IP networking overheads.  

 

Figure 33 Comparison of throughput and reported bandwidth at the UE locations 

4.2.2 Propagation characteristics and path modelling 

Figure 34 compares the measured propagation losses for the mobile UE (red circles) against the 
Hata model predictions. The simplified Hata model shows good correlation with the measured 
values. The extended Hata suburban model is a good fit when the mobile is greater than 150m 
from the base station, but underestimates the path loss at short distances. 
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Figure 34 Comparison of measured propagation loss with Hata model predictions for the 
UE operating in channel 61 
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5 Conclusions 

This report analyses uplink throughput measurement results obtained for the TVWS BS at the Lion 
& Lamb PH in Milton. This is one of the base stations chosen for the Cambridge TVWS Trial led by 
Microsoft. The measurement work was carried out jointly by BBC R&D, Arqiva, Adaptrum and BBC 
Distribution. 

The results show that the 125mW base station achieved a coverage range of up to 1.5km for fixed 
reception at 10m, and around 400m for mobile reception at the coverage edge. Throughput 
analysis, revealed a useful TCP/IP bandwidth of between 7Mb/s and 1Mb/s, dependent on the 
received signal levels. The coverage predictions made using the UK planning model (UKPM) 
showed good agreement with the CPE measurements. The Hata suburban model, which is 
appropriate for mobile coverage, showed good correlation with the 1.5m measurements and drive 
test logs. With respect to 10m measurements, it can be seen that for distances above 200m Hata 
Suburban model fits closely with measured values. This hypothesis seems to be stronger in the 
case of Channel 59 measurements compared to that of Channel 61. It would be worth investigating 
this further with a larger set of measurements. 

The CPE coverage measurements for Channel 59 showed a significant degradation in uplink 
throughput compared to Channel 61. This results from the DTT coverage spilling into Milton from 
the Tacolneston transmitter. UKPM predictions suggest a median field strength of 68dBuV/m from 
Tacolneston into Channel 59 and 53dBuV/m from Waltham into channel 61. These field strengths 
are for horizontally polarized signals, and a typical vertically polarized CPE antenna, like that fitted 
to the survey vehicle would be expected to reduce this by up to 16dB. Nevertheless, the resulting 
interference fields, with cross polar discrimination, of 52dBuV/m (Ch59) and 37dBuV/m (Ch61) 
represent a significant elevation in receiver noise floor compared to the thermal noise equivalent 
field strength of 26dBuV/m corresponding to a receiver with a 4.5dB noise figure connected to a 
9dBi antenna. 
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Appendix A. Adaptrum TV White space Solution Specifications  

 

General Specifications 

Technology TDD OFDMA 

Network topology Point to Multi-Point 

Mobility Support Nomadic & Vehicular up to 40 m/s 

Frequency Range 400 MHz – 1000 MHz 

Channel Bandwidth Flexible up to 10 MHz 
Supporting 6, 7, 8 MHz TV channels 

Aggregated Data Rate  
(Uplink + Downlink) / 6MHz 

1 Mbps – 16 Mbps 

Uplink/Downlink Ratio Any 
e.g. 1:1, 1:3, 4:1 

MIMO Up to 4 antennas 

Transmit Power 1 W conducted 

Channel Bandwidth Efficiency 94 percent 

Adjacent Channel Emission < -55 dBc (FCC rules compliant) 

Receiver Sensitivity 
(6 MHz Channel) 

Level SNR Data Throughput 

-98 dBm 3.5 dB 2.7 Mbps (QPSK 1/2) 

-90 dBm 11.5 dB 7.1 Mbps (16 QAM 2/3) 

-81 dBm 20.5 dB 12 Mbps (64 QAM 3/4) 

Interface Specifications 

Antenna Connector Type N Female 

Data/Control   10/100 Ethernet 

Electrical and Mechanical Specifications 

Supply 110 V AC or 220 V AC 

Physical Dimensions 17 inches x 12 inches x 4.5 inches 

Weight 13 LB 

Antenna Specifications 

PCB Bowtie Client Only 
Vertically polarized, ~0dBi 

Mesh Panel Client or Base 
Vertically polarized 
2-elements, ~6 dBi 
4-elements, ~9 dBi 
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Appendix B.  TV White Space Channels (Final Switch Over Step) 
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Appendix C. DSO Data (5th April 2012) 
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Appendix D. Extended Hata Models 

The Extended Hata models are widely used for mobile planning. They are used in Monte Carlo 
simulations and are included in the industry standard tool, SEAMCAT [5]. 

The models predict the median path loss for different environments. The median path loss in dB 
(LdB) for a known distance d (in km) for the urban, suburban and open environments; for an 
operating frequency fc (in MHz) is shown below; hb (in metres) and hm (in metres) are the heights of 
transmitter and receiver antennas. Okumura-Hata predictions are only valid for: 

 MHz  

   

  

   

The following equations predict the path loss for each environment in Okumura-Hata predictions;  

Path Loss Urban  

 

Path Loss Suburban 

  

Path Loss Open 

 

Where: 
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Appendix E. Simplified Hata Model 

In Ofcom’s consultation Implementing Geolocation (IG)4, a path loss calculation was made based 
on a simplified version of the Okumura-Hata urban model.  A simplified Hata-urban propagation 
model is used in the IG consultation (in annex A, A4.25 to A4.28).  

   

______________________________________________________________________________ 
4
Ofcom consultation on Implementing Geolocation at 

http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/consultations/geolocation/ 
 

http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/consultations/geolocation/



